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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Movement Actions 

Do you need LOS to your target to Charge* it? 

No. 

 

Is Up, up and away! a Movement Action? 

No, since it does not specify that it is a Movement Action; therefore it does not count against your limit 

of Movement Actions per Round. 

 

What happens if you don’t combine Up, up and away! with a Movement Action? 

You are considered to have 1 Flight Counter. 

 

If a Flying Supreme has 1 Flight Counter, can they be charged by an enemy Supreme? 

No, unless they have Reach 1+, a Ranged Combat Action, or 1 or more Flight Counters. 

 

If you are in Base to Base with an enemy model, perhaps by being Charged* in the current Round, can 

you move around the base of the enemy model without triggering Free Strikes? 

Yes, as long as the movement does not take the model away from being in Base to Base. Remember you 

cannot normally move through other models or terrain (with some exceptions). Also remember that you 

cannot Run* while in Base to Base with an enemy model. 

 

Combat Actions 

Do Auras affect the model using them? 

Yes; except for Auras requiring Opposed Rolls against targets. 
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Conditions 

If a Supreme uses an Action that "lasts the entire Encounter" or similar, but is then Incapacitated, 

does the Supreme need to use that Action again to get the benefit when they are revived or is it still 

on? 

The Supreme would need to use the Action again; the previous benefits end when the Supreme is 

Incapacitated. 

 

Does it cost an Action or AP to become Burdened, such as for Agendas or Plots? 

No, moving into Base to Base with the object/objective is sufficient. 

 

What happens if a Burdened model ‘leaves’ the table/is removed from the table (for example with Dr. 

Mercury’s Meld* or Acorn’s Hide N’ Seek)? 

The Burden is placed in Base to Base (by the player using the Burdened model) with the model being 

removed from the table before the Action is resolved. 

 

What happens with a ‘dropped’ Burden? 

It is placed in Base to Base (by the player using the Burdened model) with the model that was Burdened. 

 

Skills 

Can models that are Immune/J be healed by J Actions? 

Yes. Immune/J prevents all Effects other than Damage and examples such as Apecraft and Blood 

Favor simply cause the target (for example Apebot recovering Damage through Apecraft used by 

Silverager) to recover Damage instead of suffering Damage from the Opposed Roll. 

 

Resources 

Does the +1 H from Weapons Crate result add to Gentleman’s H 8 for Snipe? 
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Yes, since the card specifies only H, not to H Trait. 

 

Encounters, Plots & Agendas 

I can’t find rules for some of the Minions mentioned in the Invasion Plot – where are they? 

These are intended to be created using the ‘Creating Your Own Minions’ rules. 

 

When placing Citizens does the 1d6 and 2d6 mean the distance in inches that the Citizen is placed? 

Yes. 

 

In Take and Hold Plots, should each model of a multiple model Supreme (such as Le Murtiple) be 

considered separately? Can individual Le Murtiple be argued to be able to claim on up to 3 quarters (1 

per model) or objectives?  

Yes. 

 

Exclusive Actions 

Does Blitzer add to Exclusive Movement Actions such as Somersault (Kitty Cheshire) or Strafe 

(Howler)? 

Yes; add the Blitzer value to the listed movement distance. 

 

Do Actions like Lurk (Gentleman, Twilight etc.), Time Shield (Chronin) and other similar Actions 

continue after the end of the Round? 

Yes; Combat Actions with Opposed Rolls occur instantly, although Effects remain, while other Actions 

will have a specified end point either in time (Turns/Activations/Rounds) or specific requirements (such 

as with Lurk and Time Shield). 

 

Can a model be Activated as a result of an instant/immediate Effect such as with Fangs if they are 

Incapacitated? 
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No. The Incapacitated Condition applies before the Effect can be carried out and so over-rides it. 

 

Do the Effects of identical Actions from different models stack, such as Rip from Stalker and Avatar of 

the Jaguar? 

Yes, they do, but additional rules would apply such as the limit on multiple Aftershocks or the limit on 

bonuses and penalties from multiple sources (Pulp City Math). 

 

Can Dr. Mercury use Meld* to leave Base to Base without suffering Free Strikes? 

No; Meld* is a Movement Action and as such moving from Base to Base triggers Free Strikes. Don't 

forget, you announce the intention to move away first, then resolve the Free Strikes, then determine if 

the movement was successful (moving or removing the model). 

 

Can Red Riding Hoodoo (with Halo of Souls) or Chronin (Rewind) benefit from their own Auras? 

Yes; as noted above (‘Combat Actions’), unless the Aura has its own specific Opposed Roll the model 

using it may be affected or benefit. 

 

 


